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Introduction
As is usual this examination tested a wide range of specification content and discriminated
effectively, especially with the longer ‘mini-essay’ questions on the optional questions:
5, 6, 7 and 8. Again, as is usual, candidates were expected to offer both the appropriate
knowledge and understanding but also to apply it to the question asked in order to score
highly. Although this report identifies some areas where subject knowledge was a little
uneven it also addresses the strengths and weaknesses in candidates’ ability to deploy that
information effectively.
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Question 1 (a)
The data does not suggest a simple linear relationship between earthquake strength and
death toll although this was, indeed, a legitimate and quite common response. Variations in
population density, a fairly obvious answer from the point of view of the question setter, was
a very infrequent response whilst ‘time of day’ and ‘state of development’ were probably the
most popular. Intriguing.

Examiner Comments

This was typical of the commonest route to
both marks – the basic idea of being an LEDC
followed by a meaningful consequence of that.
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Examiner Tip

Don't expect examiners to fill in
gaps for you – develop points
whenever you can.

Question 1 (b)
The most obvious initial hurdle was to remember the appropriate boundary which about
a fifth of candidates failed to do. Those that did rarely added anything much with diagrams
that varied from a very small number of excellent and accurate, well annotated efforts to
representations that bore no obvious resemblance to a destructive plate boundary.
The descriptions were better although too many simply presented the whole set of boundary
processes, of which some were relevant to volcano formation and some were not. The most
obvious lacuna was the ultimate movement of magma upwards to the surface.
This is fairly typical of a 2 mark response.

Examiner Tip

Examiner Comments

Pictures, it is claimed can tell a thousand words, and diagrams
certainly have the potential to tell a more modest 50 or 60
perhaps, but only if they are annotated meaningfully. This
example was sadly typical.

Highlight or underline keywords
in the question so as to better
establish its focus – what it is
really asking you.
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Question 1 (c)
Although most candidates had something to say about ‘immediate response’ which was
encouraging, far fewer introduced any criteria for measuring success, as the question really
demanded. Taking its wording directly from the specification, as future questions will on the
new specification, it is important that the focus of teaching is on these questions rather than
just the generality of the topic. Having said that, there were some very well constructed
Level 3 answers.
This is a strong Level 3 response.
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Examiner Comments

It was good to see that this candidate has
circled the word 'immediate' which was not the
obvious focus of all answers to this question
which often drifted into general commentaries
about relief at any stage.

Examiner Tip

Use the 'focus' words in your answers – this
candidate begins their final paragraph with
'This was successful because...' directly
addressing the question.
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Question 2 (a)
It is an obvious irony, in our sat-nav world, that geography students are increasingly
uncomfortable when presented with maps. The use of compass points was quite common
although ‘the north’ was often used rather than in ‘the north-west of Scotland’ but the scale
was largely ignored. Some also struggled with the idea of variations in decrease, or rather
the appropriate language to describe these variations.
This is a 2 mark response.

Examiner Comments

There is a particular need to improve the
basic command of both scale and direction in
candidate responses especially in questions
that focus on 'pattern'.
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Examiner Tip

If a map has a compass point and a
scale try to use both in your answer.

Question 2 (b)
We were generous in setting the criteria of what constitutes an ‘environmental’ impact but
many candidates were still inclined to state truisms, often from the map, such as ‘it is drier’
rather than explore how this might impact on the environment. Along with economic, social
and political a clear understanding of what the term means is very important.
This is a 4 mark response.

Examiner Comments

There are a number of keywords that are
essential – environment is one of them –
make sure that you know what can best be
included in a list of environmental impacts.

Examiner Tip

If in doubt use an example – remember that
if it is wrong you cannot lose marks. If this
candidate had said Huddersfield and not
Hull they would simply get no credit for the
example. Marks cannot be taken away.
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Question 2 (c)
This is well-taught and clearly understood by many candidates so, unsurprisingly, there were
many good answers. The most obvious confusions were the impact of volcanic eruptions
which a minority see as being largely warming events and sunspots which do, after all,
require a little counter-intuitive thinking. A particular feature was the very competent
understanding of some aspects of the Milankovitch mechanism with some very strong and
well-illustrated answers.
This response scores top Level 3 marks.

Examiner Comments

Candidates often ask how many is enough
when plurals are used as here 'natural
causes'. Obviously two is a minimum and logic
suggests that three is better but the key point
to recall is that what one cannot make up in
breadth can be recovered with more depth/
detail of understanding of a particular process.
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Examiner Tip

Making quick notes at the top of the question
is very good practice in these longer answers.
A mini-plan is a good idea and takes just a few
seconds to complete.

Question 3 (a)
The vast majority of candidates had some grasp of why tropical rainforests are ‘tropical’ and
thus picked up both marks. However, it is worthy of note that many attributed their
distribution to high temperatures rather than high rainfall which came in as a poor second.
Very few saw how these two elements interact.

Examiner Comments

There was quite a disappointing amount of
basic confusion about global geography, as
illustrated with this answer which did not score
any marks. It is best addressed throughout a
GCSE course with skills-based questions.

Examiner Tip

Use global maps as part of your revision and
ensure that your basic knowledge of terms
such a polar, tropical and equatorial is sound.
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Question 3 (b)
There were some very good answers to this biogeographical question with a strong
understanding of processes shown. Areas of confusion over what constitutes the
‘atmosphere’ were uncommon but the ‘biosphere’ was less secure at the bottom end of the
ability range. Photosynthesis was well understood by most.
This response scored 2 marks.

Examiner Comments

This is another reminder that command of
key terms is so important – biosphere and
atmosphere in this case.

12
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Examiner Tip

Remember that the atmosphere contains water
vapour – that might have helped this candidate
find a second 'way' more effectively.

Question 3 (c)
This was the first opportunity on the paper for candidates to deploy their 'case-study'
knowledge. For some it obviously focused on an area of the specification that they were
unfamiliar with, at least in its details. Thus there were a large number of highly generalised
answers with no location identified either explicitly or even implicitly. The best answers not
only cited 'local' or 'national' schemes (National Parks were a favourite) but also identified
how a management technique impacted (positively) on species and/or habitats.
This is a Level 2 response.

Examiner Comments

This answer lacks any idea/sense of place at
all. Was the candidate unfamiliar with any one
National Park, anywhere or, of more concern,
did they choose not to mention one?

Examiner Tip

Name places whenever you can; if this
candidate had added a little locational detail,
perhaps naming the 'coastal region' and
identifying a place that is being 'looked after',
this answer would have been at Level 3 scoring
5 or 6 marks.
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Question 4 (a)
This, as intended, required little more than extracting the relevant bits from the resources
and most candidates managed this without a problem. A small minority chose to ignore
the resource altogether and launch off on their own, usually taking a negative view of large
dams on local food production and frequently quoting the Three Gorges.
The response below scored both marks.

Examiner Comments

Resources using text sometimes offer more
than they intend – some of the material in
here might have helped beyond Question 4(a).
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Examiner Tip

The command 'Outline...' means offer a basic
idea and then develop it – 'outline how' will
often be focused on a process as here.

Question 4 (b)
As with Question 3(b), this question required a sound understanding of physical processes
but also a clear head in identifying the most productive processes to choose. Some
candidates made life quite hard for themselves by ignoring precipitation, perhaps because
they struggled to envisage what exactly to say about evaporation and cloud formation, for
this was indeed too often omitted from descriptions of the processes.

Examiner Comments

Four mark questions split into two parts
offer the possibility of a very basic answer
to one element being compensated by a
fuller development of a second point which is
exactly what happens here – the candidate
reaches 4 marks but by the 1+3 route.

Examiner Tip

If in doubt develop a point twice and, as
here, this might compensate for lack of
development elsewhere.
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Question 4 (c)
A number of candidates used well-rehearsed case study knowledge here or simply their
ingenuity in falling back on the resource used in Question 4(a). Some of these answers were
very good although a number drifted off into water quality which could, of course, be made
legitimate by adding a comment about how polluted water is no longer available for
a number of key uses.
This response reaches the top of Level 3.

Examiner Comments

There is good data and detail here – another
FAQ from candidates is how much do I need
and this sample gives the reply – country
and data offered for the Coca-Cola example,
countries offered for Hoover dam with
marginally relevant building cost added.
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Examiner Tip

If in doubt add data and details – don't
worry if you are not sure, you cannot
lose marks – ever!

Question 5 (a) (i)
The vast majority of candidates had no difficulty with this. The few that did offered
processes that might indeed operate on coasts but were not explicitly related to the arrow,
hence ‘hydraulic action’.
No marks were awarded for this response.

Examiner Comments

With the exception of maps it is photographs
that cause candidates more trouble than any
other resource. Practice interpreting aerial
photographs is important.

Examiner Tip

Read the whole question – every word! The
clearly signposted idea here was the idea of
movement along the coast, hence the use of
the word 'along' in the question.
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Question 5 (a) (ii)
For the most part this was a well-answered question. Although no barrier to gaining
maximum marks because a good explanation of longshore-drift was sufficient for that, it is
pertinent to note that very few candidates related spit formation to a change in coastal
alignment; in other words, how spits build into increasingly deeper water.

Examiner Comments

The candidate has broadly the right idea about
swash (1) – however, the diagram of backwash
is perpendicular or certainly at a different angle
to swash so the second mark is there (1). The
idea of LSD is in the phrase 'it travels in the
waves downshore' (1). This scores 3 marks.
This is an 'entry level' 3 marker.
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Examiner Tip

An annotated diagram can help but
be careful that the text supports
the diagram.

Question 5 (b)
The key phrase in this question was ‘conflicting views’ which was largely overlooked at the
bottom end of the ability range. Level 3 responses were notable because they focused on
economic interests and divided populations into those that had to pay and those who might
benefit from management measures. The less focused answers tended to describe different
management techniques (frequently hard – and soft-engineering) leaving it to the reader to
draw a few inferences about ‘conflicting views’.

Examiner Comments

This response is not very fluently expressed but it certainly
stays very tightly focused on the question and offers several
reasons for conflict with three sets of players 'residents/
businesses', environmentalists, and the local authority and
the people inland. Despite a lack of place specific content this
is an 8 mark answer.

Examiner Tip

The keyword is 'conflicting';
always focus on these words and
use them in your answer.
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Question 6 (a) (i)
There were a very wide range of answers to this, rather unexpectedly. The mark scheme
took a liberal view of this range of responses although the resource explicitly indicated the
inside of meander bends.

Examiner Comments

The position of the letter Y on the inside of
the meander bends should have been enough
to suggest deposition but far too many
candidates, as here, failed to make the link.
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Examiner Tip

Diagrams need interpreting with care –
look twice and then look a third time.

Question 6 (a) (ii)
There were many very clearly written answers to this question with an accurate description
of the erosional processes although rather less secure about meander breaching or
subsequent deposition. As with the parallel question, these latter weaknesses did not inhibit
candidates from gathering all 3 marks as many did.

Examiner Comments

Examiner Tip

This was an unusually sophisticated version of events
(flooding causing breach) and basic processes were described
accurately so 3 marks were awarded in total.

It is a very good idea to identify
sequences in answers, using
terms such as 'Firstly...'
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Question 6 (b)
The focus of this question, as with its parallel equivalent (Question 5(b)), was on an
evaluation of management schemes; in this case its ‘success’. As with Question 1 (c) it
would have been helpful if candidates established some criteria of how success might be
assessed rather than assume that it was/is self-evident. The strongest responses made the
point that preventing damage to property or indeed loss of life was the aim of most
management schemes and evaluated them accordingly.

Examiner Comments

Details are offered of two schemes with some local
'colour'. Evaluation is strong although criteria for success
is not always clear – especially good is the idea of
downstream consequences of flood protection which is
a sophisticated idea. This response is a Level 3 answer.
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Examiner Tip

If you are asked to use 'named
examples' add as much detail as you
can. Remember that mistakes over
the data cannot lose you marks.

Question 7 (a) (i)
Candidates have improved their skills of describing patterns although it has been something
of a Herculean task and they are still, by and large, not at their most comfortable with
maps. Bad habits are still quite widespread with the two most apparent being a
concentration on fine detail with no overview in which to contextualise that detail and the
irresistible urge to explain patterns despite not being asked to do so.

Examiner Comments

This answer was well focused on the distribution; it
includes an East/west point (1) the concentration in
the Mississippi delta (1) and the idea of being closest
to source (1) so 3 marks in total.

Examiner Tip

All answers to 'pattern' questions
should start with an overview. They
are, broadly speaking, either even
or uneven.
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Question 7 (a) (ii)
This scored very highly and apart from a small number of candidates who missed ‘on the
coastline’ or misread ‘water quality’ for water 'quantity’, all was well.
This response gained the mark.

Examiner Comments

This was well answered by almost
all candidates.

Examiner Tip

For 'State...' or 'Name...' questions
keep your answers brief.

Question 7 (b)
These final questions (Question 7(b) and Question 8(b)) are designed to be the most
demanding on the paper and so it turned out. The critical route to Level 3 marks was a
recognition that there needs to be some criteria of how to measure effectiveness. Successful
candidates recognised that changes in ocean health would be as good a measure as any and
that the current decline in ocean health suggests that ‘global actions’ have been insufficient
to combat ecosystem decline. With a decent range of ‘global actions’ described they were
able to point to a few, ultimately quite local, victories but very few global successes. Happily
many took care to tidy up their answers and maximise their SPaG marks by applying
punctuation and grammar rules in a way not always obvious elsewhere on their papers.
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Examiner Comments

This is a very strong answer largely because
of the excellent and impressive level of detail
in the examples offered. The last line nudges
it up to full marks because it addresses
'success'.

Examiner Tip

Try to evaluate as you go along in these longer
answers – don't leave it until the last line!
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Question 8 (a) (i)
There was a lot that could be said about these ‘two’ patterns and most candidates found at
least a couple of points. Although the map presented some difficulties in finding the right
vocabulary; most candidates recognised something of a centre/periphery distribution and
knew that quoting some data would always be helpful.

Examiner Comments

This answer suggests that it is stable in centre
(1) with larger numbers in the centre (1) and
it uses data (1) so 3 marks in total.
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Examiner Tip

All answers to 'pattern' questions should start
with an overview. They are, broadly speaking,
either even or uneven.

Question 8 (a) (ii)
Failure to adapt to a loss of habitat was the common response and perfectly appropriate.
It scored highly.

Examiner Comments

The vast majority found an appropriate impact
and were rewarded with the mark.

Examiner Tip

Keep answers to 'State..' and 'Name..'
questions really brief – just a few words.

Question 8 (b)
These final questions (Question 7(b) and Question 8(b)) are designed to be the most
demanding on the paper and so it turned out. The critical route to Level 3 marks was a
recognition that there needs to be some criteria of what constitutes a traditional economy
and how it might be threatened. Successful candidates recognised that economic changes
would be centred on jobs and employment and thus resisted the temptation to drift off into
demographic, social or even political impacts about the decline of traditional ways of life. Of
course these could be tied back to economics and some did this very effectively. Happily
many took care to tidy up their answers and maximise their SPaG marks by applying
punctuation and grammar rules in a way not always obvious elsewhere on their papers.
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Examiner Comments

This answer tackles the ideas of retreat
inland, changing hunting patterns and
impact on farming in arid areas so there are
three impacts but there is very little detail
or location, links to causes are not always
evident either.
It is a Level 2 response.
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Examiner Tip

Make sure that you identify the key
ideas and issues. Always try to pull it
together in a final sentence.

Paper Summary
With new specifications to teach in September it may very well be that this report is not
at the top of colleagues reading lists but many of the lessons are, of course, transferable
because candidates continue to make mistakes in the examination hall that are both
unnecessary and costly. However well prepared they might be, in terms of the material to
be examined, exams are stressful and errors resulting from the mistaken interpretation of
questions, poor time management and an ignorance of what the expectations of examiners
might be can be costly. It is this last point that is perhaps the most pertinent here; as new
specifications become more familiar, as a new and more demanding set of command words
become routine so it is incumbent upon teachers to endeavour to get students not only to
think 'like geographers' but also, more prosaically perhaps, to 'think like examiners'. It is in
that spirit that this report is presented.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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